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SYNOPSIS
Adapted from Philippe Grimbert`s celebrated autobiographical novel, Memory, A Novel
(Simon and Schuster), A SECRET follows the saga of a Jewish family in post-World War II
Paris. François, a solitary, imaginative child, invents for himself a brother as well as the story
of his parents’ past. But on his fifteenth birthday, he discovers a dark family secret that ties
his family’s history to the Holocaust and shatters his illusions forever.
Before the war, his father, Maxime, (Patrick Bruel, “The Comedy of Power”) was married to
Hannah (Ludivine Sagnier, “Swimming Pool”, “Love Songs”, “A Girl Cut in Two”, “Public
Enemy”) when he fell madly in love with Francois’s mother, Tania (Cécile de France,
“Russian Dolls”, “Avenue Montaigne”, “Public Enemy”). As a young Jewish couple living in
Nazi-occupied France, Maxime and Tania were compelled to make difficult choices to
survive the war while Hannah (Sagnier) would make a decision that would change her life
and that of her family forever.
INTERVIEW WITH CLAUDE MILLER
How did you discover Philippe Grimbert's novel, "A Secret", as the basis for the film's
adaptation?
Ever since our first collaboration in 2000 on BETTY FISHER AND OTHER STORIES (aka
BETTY), based on the work by Ruth Rendell, Yves Marmion, the producer, has regularly
supplied me with novels he thinks I should read. One of them was by Philippe Grimbert,
which he warmly recommended to me. As of that moment, he didn't hide from me the fact
that UGC might well be interested in the adaptation. I therefore quickly read "A Secret" and
the very same evening I phoned Yves and said, yes, I'd love tell to this wonderful story on the
big screen!
What was for you the decisive factor?
When we speak about victims of Nazism, we often have the impression that they weren't
people like everyone else: they hadn't experienced love, romance or passion.
But weren't there more personal reasons?
I was born in 1942. There weren't many survivors in my family: most of my uncles, aunts and
grandparents didn't come back from the concentration camps. As a boy, then a teenager, I
was haunted by this traumatising, stressful story. I began to experience fear and phobias. I
was a shy child, but what could have been more natural as my mother had carried me in
fear? But, strangely, it was a theme I hadn't explored in any of my previous films. To such a
point that even in THE ACCOMPANIST, which takes place during World War II, the subject
still wasn't taken up.
Was it taboo?
No, but that wasn't my primary concern as a filmmaker. Following the example of my entire
family, I was always a non-observant Jew, and in no way really religious. I sensed that the
adaptation of Philippe Grimbert's novel might be the occasion to pay tribute to both my family
and their story.
All the more so as we both come from the same social milieu, which was neither bourgeois
nor proletarian. Our parents were petits bourgeois tradesmen and Ashkenazic Jews.
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Did you want to take a political look at this period as well?
More sociological than political. In the novel there is a dimension of that order which greatly
interested me. Philippe Grimbert clearly shows the emergence in the 30s of a real cult of the
body, physical beauty and athletics, even before the usage made of it later by the Pétainism
and Nazism. In my non-observant Jewish milieu, we gladly cultivated this trend: it was a
question of fighting against a kind of so-called typically Jewish trait which I call in the film the
spirit of "oï, oï, oï". That is to say an inclination to complain, to give up, not to strengthen
oneself in order to be able, if need be, to defend oneself. My father, as the character of
Maxime in the film, thus reproached me for my physical laziness, me who, notably, always
had my nose plunged in books! He was afraid that I was one of those so-called sheep who'd
let himself be led away to the slaughterhouse without resisting. Therefore, it was a subject
which greatly interested me.
Despite this pronounced taste for history, you've shot relatively few period films.
Why?
I'm always afraid of the picturesque, in the movies, in general, and in my own films, in
particular. I've always been a little frightened of that dusty appearance, a bit like “Opéra
Comique”. I'm afraid of all the make-up, period props and atmospheres.
They must not interfere with emotion and trouble the audience. I therefore don't refuse
costume films, as I proved with THE ACCOMPANIST, THE LITTLE THIEF and now A
SECRET, but I'm very careful not to let myself be invaded by an anecdotal past which we
recompose.
To return to the film's preparation, you held a somewhat unorthodox screenwriters
casting. Why?
It's true that it's a relatively uncommon practice. On my past two or three films, I was my own
screenwriter. I rather enjoyed the solitude of scriptwriting.
I said to myself that the adapted book was then my working partner. But in the case of A
SECRET, I wanted to be able to talk things over with a co-screenwriter, because everything
was to be done cinematically: the novel presents itself as a story in the first person, without
any dialogues, and is designed as "thought in movement", which is the thought of the author
himself. In other words, I found myself faced with genuine film adaptation challenges. All the
themes taken up pleased me, but I knew that I had to come up with an original cinematic
form. I therefore set off in search of a screenwriter and asked five or six of them, including
Natalie Carter, to write a full first adaptation.
Why did you finally select Natalie Carter?
We had never collaborated before, but I had greatly appreciated the adaptation which she
had undertaken of Roman Gary's novel, "Lady L". I immediately sensed in her a great sense
of humanity and a deeply emotional empathy for all the characters. The fact that she isn't
Jewish, I must admit, seemed to me important for the writing of the screenplay so that we
didn't fall into complacency through pity. Finally, in this story, where the women play a key
role and even represent the driving force, Natalie brought me an indispensable feminine
point of view. We were therefore on the same wavelength and worked together in perfect
harmony.
The scenes of the past in colour, the scenes of the present in black-and-white: why
this very particular choice, in opposition to how it's generally done?
For films which mix different time periods, as is the case here, there's always the temptation
of what I call the "color coding". We decide beforehand, for example, that all the pre-war
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scenes are to be in sepia. I knew that we couldn't skirt this stylistic issue on A SECRET, but
strangely I postponed the moment to actually get around to dealing with it! In that case as
well, I likewise had a fear of the picturesque! I therefore shot the film integrally in colour and
at the time, the idea of treating the contemporary part in black-and-white hadn't even
occurred to me. It was at the very beginning of editing that the idea came to me and I asked
for such passages to be in black-and-white. And so, by acting in this manner, I unconsciously
rediscovered one of the literary figures of the novel: everything that takes place in the
present is written in the past tense, and all the past action is written in the present! It was,
moreover, Philippe Grimbert who was the first to point a finger to this parallel in the dialogue
between the book and the film.
The naked bodies of the lovers in the film set in contrast against those emaciated and
tortured victims of Nazism shown here in stock footage. Was this meant to be
perceived as a deliberate comparison?
No, not really. It's not a desire to play one against the others, but the fact is indeed there and
calls out to us. One of the films about Shoah which most impressed me, was Andrezj Munk's
PASSENGER which takes place in Auschwitz. The themes of the modesty and immodesty of
bodies lie precisely at the very centre of this extremely beautiful, powerful film. One scene in
my film, which identically takes back up a scene from the novel, shows the bodies of the
deportees. For me, it could only be stock footage of that which was projected in post-war
secondary schools to show the horrors of Nazism. As for the bodies of the two who
passionately make love, they are anything but scandalous if replaced in the chronological
context of the related story: the adulterous couple formed by the characters played by Cécile
de France and Patrick Bruel knows nothing about the death camps and Shoah. It's our own
viewpoint, that of today, which is then in question, and not reality as experienced by the
protagonists of day. The shock between different points of view and consciousnesses,
between the past and present, seems to me particularly illuminating.
Why did you grant such an important role to nature in its most luxuriant aspects:
woods, undergrowth, running water, etc.?
Indeed, I'm highly sensitive to nature in stories about love and passion. I like very much the
following expression which clearly summarises my approach: Mother Nature doesn't care!
For me, this nature which doesn't care is in the cinema an incredible vehicle of emotions.
Just look at the films by King Vidor either even Terence Malick, such as THE THIN RED
LINE or THE NEW WORLD and you'll find this vision of the importance of nature faced with
the human passions we describe. I like the counterpoint between nature as troubled by
human beings, and natural splendor which, decidedly doesn't care!
We note another recurring theme in many of your films, one which plays once again a
key role here, and that's the swimming pool! How do you explain its omnipresence?
It's first of all a key location in the novel, outside my own universe, since Tania (Cécile de
France) is a former swimming champion. But, it's true that this place haunts me since it's a
part of my bad memories of childhood. My own father, as Maxime in the book and the film, I
repeat, wanted me more to be more of an athlete than I really was. As of a very early age,
he'd take to the pool to teach me how to swim. Too early, no doubt, because from then on I
hated the pool. I had for that place a kind of fascination-aversion for years on end. I next
nourished my films with these childhood phobias and made the pool into a frightful,
dangerous and hostile place.
Were you moved during the actual shoot?
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Yes, once. In a scene where the narrator, played by Mathieu Amalric, meets Serge Klarsfeld
and makes the connection, definitively and officially, with his family's story. The only time in
my life as a filmmaker when I was moved to such a point by what I had just shot. I was
moved in tears a second time in the editing room by the scene where appears for the first
time the character of Hannah, played by Ludivine Sagnier.
Two children play an essential role in the film. How did you discover them?
The only real difficulty was coming up with two children for one and the same part, that of the
future narrator, one 7 years old, and other 14. Now, I was lucky enough to have in the person
of Elsa Pharaon a tremendous casting director. She saw over 200 children among whom I
auditioned about 20, that is to say a very classic process which enabled us to reach the final
casting. The choice of the other child, Simon, who plays in the film the son of Ludivine
Sagnier, was far more delicate: he had to be very athletic, and perfectly at ease when
performing various physical exercises. We therefore recruited Orlando Nicoletti from a gym
club for children where he trains for real competitions. He bore, in addition, a striking
resemblance to his on-screen father, Patrick Bruel.
The latter incarnates on screen the narrator's father. You had never worked with
Patrick Bruel before. How did you choose him?
It's a very singular story! If I held a casting for the screenwriter, Philippe Grimbert had
previously done his own casting for the director! As soon as his novel was published, many
producers, filmmakers and actors showed a desire to bring it to the screen. As of this
moment, Patrick Bruel's name circulated and we had him read the novel. Now, one day, we
lunched together and we ended up talking about A SECRET! Quickly, even before the
adaptation writing, he imposed himself upon me for artistic reasons, obviously, as his acting
in Pierre Jolivet's UNCONTROLLABLE CIRCUMSTANCES then in Dominique Cabrera's
THE MILK OF HUMAN KINDNESS had greatly impressed me. But it was also for an
important aesthetic reason: his character, Maxime, ages over the course of the story and we
gradually see him pass from 35 to 70 years old. And Patrick has the tremendous good
fortune to possess a face that seems forever young! He has, as the English say, a real "baby
face".
It was equally a first collaboration with Cécile de France…
Yes, and I don't regret my choice! In the novel, Tania is described as a magnificent, athletic
and immediately attractive woman. As a reader, I had in mind a motion picture reference:
Gene Tierney in John M. Stahl's LEAVE HER TO HEAVEN. At the time of the casting, before
the scriptwriting, someone suggested to me the name of Cécile de France. One single
meeting was enough to convince me that she would be a more than perfect Tania. Cécile
combined the character's two peculiarities: she's both beautiful and approachable, the
perfect "the girl next door", as the Americans say.
With Ludivine Sagnier, you have a professional relationship which continues to
grow…
Yes, obviously, she was stunning in LITTLE LILI. For A SECRET, I wanted her to be really
naturally gorgeous but in a very different way from the seductiveness as exercised by Cécile
de France. In François Truffaut's THE MAN WHO LOVED WOMEN the narrator, alias
Charles Denner, claims that in the world there are two types of women, "long stems" and
"little apples". That's what I wanted! To present her with Hannah's role, I simply told her:
"She's beautiful, just like you, but she makes no particular effort this regard."
Another regular on your sets is Julie Depardieu…
I very quickly thought of her for Louise's part. First, because like Patrick, she can go very far
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in the representation of various ages in life. And then Louise is first and foremost a girl of the
people, and, for me, Julie is situated in the continuance of what we used to called in the
cinema the "oseilles" of which Arletty was, the absolute paragon, an incredible mixture of
popular wisdom, charm, humour and cheeky humour.
Let us end with a song, according to the French tradition! The film is carried along by
Charles Trenet's song. Why this choice?
I wanted to impregnate myself with what people used to listen to on the radio during the prewar years: I listened to many songs of day. But, still out of fear of the picturesque, I didn't
want to grant too much importance to this dated background sound. However, I retained in
particular the song "All That's For Us" that Trenet wrote and sang under the Occupation. I
found it both beautiful and terribly troubling with an apparent lightness which stands in
opposition to the hardness of the times. It is symbolic of what the film relates: much joy and
much sadness.
INTERVIEW WITH CECILE DE FRANCE
How did you discover Philippe Grimbert's novel?
Thanks to Claude Miller: he was the one who had me read it. I read the novel before
discovering the filmscript. I was deeply moved and wept when reading this novel. During the
entire shoot, I kept in my heart this first emotion.
How the meeting with Claude Miller go?
I knew that he was going to offer me Tania's role. So, I decided to go to the appointment
which he had set up for me, in a very sexy sports outfit! That's the image which gives Tania
of herself and think that's how Claude Miller chose me! I was immediately the character, at
least as far as her physical appearance goes.
Tania is a swimming champion. Did you work on this specific aspect of the character?
I sure had to! Claude Miller got me documents of the day, photos notably in relationship with
the world of sports and swimming. With the help of a coach who really helped me, I modelled
my body so that resembled sportswomen of that time which have nothing to do with women
today. I worked on this aspect of my character for three months and, me - who has no
particular taste for swimming - I became a "sidestroke" specialist, which was highly
fashionable during the period. But don't forget, Tania is a sportswoman who remains very
elegant, very feminine, and very graceful. She's both a sportswoman and a model. She
mixes sports and fashion.
Was it important for you to master as far as possible Tania's physical appearance?
It was even essential. I work a role physically first of all. I conceive it through her hair,
dresses, gait and her way of speaking and walking. It's my way of next reaching the
psychology of the character. It's first necessary for me to get to know her silhouette, her
appearance.
But over and beyond this appearance, just how would you define Tania?
She's a character for the very least complex. Each can judge the evolution of her behaviour
all along the tragic story which the film relates. She's a terribly human character who
gradually transforms. At first, she doesn't want to fall in love with Maxime, she struggles with
all her might against the idea of becoming attracted to this man. Succumbing is totally out of
the question. It's a moral point of view. And then, she will end up by to breaking out this
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armour and cracking. But nothing is done simply. We see her as torn, filled with guilt and
terribly sad.
Isn't she also a mother?
And a remarkable mother indeed on whom her son can depend. She's the narrator's mother,
he who will one day become the author of the adapted novel… She's the protective mother,
the mother to whom one turns when faced with a father who eternally dissatisfied by his son.
Did you feel close to Tania?
Not especially. At the time of the shoot, I wasn't yet a mother, but more broadly speaking, I
don't need to sense such close ties with my character. It's a genuine composition which I
develop over the course of days, polishing up such and such a detail, such and such an
attitude. At the same time, I've always tried to defend this character. I wanted audiences not
to judge her as light, and for her to remain likeable for them.
How did you did experience the ageing of the character?
It was very amusing. And it strengthened precisely this aspect of composition. At certain
moments in the film, my character could have been my own mother in reality: the age
difference is about the same! For me, it's a joy to be get made up like that and artificially age.
It's a brilliant experience! And then it was equally necessary to adapt oneself as well to the
fashions of each period. Obviously, people didn't dress in the same way in the 30s or 50s. I
took all this as a game which was both very serious and very enjoyable to do.
It was the first time you've shot under Claude Miller. What memory do you retain from
the experience?
He's a filmmaker who deeply loves his actors and profession. I know that he's been
preparing the shoot for a long time and it's highly reassuring. On the set, he regularly
consults a little book filled with notes and indications. You feel you're in good hands because
he constantly gives off the impression he knows exactly where he's heading and where he
wants us to go.
What was your relationship with the other leading actors?
What the film has to relate is often difficult and filled with pain, so we had to work off the
excess in tension and emotion through laughter and fun. And then we were really welded
together. I share a deep complicity notably with Ludivine Sagnier. It was indispensable.
Did you discuss your character with Philippe Grimbert?
I did so repeatedly and each and every time it was all the more enriching. Still, it's rather
troubling to play in the movies the mother of someone who really exists and whom you can
actually meet on the film set. He was just as moved as me moreover. There was no taboo
subject between us: I was able to ask him all the questions I was asking myself about his
mother. But Philippe Grimbert, from the very outset, kept this distance. He never behaved
like a director. He gave his opinion, answered questions and reacted to interrogations, while
at the same time preserving his role of observer and witness of a film which was being made
before his very eyes.
With hindsight, what image do you keep of the film?
If I chose to make this film and play Tania, it was first of all out of a sense of duty to the
memory of the Jewish people and their history over the last century. This tragedy lives on in
me and I wanted to express it through a role. Tania gave me this occasion. Moreover, the
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film tells stories of love and passion. I was greatly sensitive to this blend of history with
"personal histories", personal stories. It's especially this double dimension which I retain.
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INTERVIEW WITH PATRICK BRUEL
How for you did the casting of A SECRET take place?
In a rather unusual way, because I was lucky enough to read very early on Philippe
Grimbert's novel and was so overwhelmed that I dreamed above all of playing the character
of Maxime even before knowing that Claude Miller would be doing both the adaptation and
film.
How would you define Maxime?
He's a complex character, who is first of all fighting against himself in his desire to integrate
and his denial of fatality. He ferociously denies his origins at the risk of being taken for an
anti-Semite. He's a laic Jew who refuses to submit in pre-war France or during the
Occupation. He's also a father who is extremely demanding when it comes to his son. But
first and foremost, he's a man snatched up by destiny and a victim of feelings stronger than
himself… I didn't, moreover, try to attenuate his weaknesses or make him immediately
likeable. I was anxious to respect his faults, whether visible or intimate.
In what does this role differ from those you've played in the past?
It's the very first time I play a character who is neither good nor bad. He feels a deep,
complex humanity that combines joy and misfortune.
How did you work with Claude Miller?
In the most total harmony; we agreed perfectly on the character. When at the end of a scene,
I told him, "A strange guy all the same!", he invariably answered, "The male soul is a
battlefield!"… Which made me laugh every time and we were real buddies on the set.
You met Philippe Grimbert several times on the shoot. Wasn't playing one's own
father wasn't troubling?
Sure, of course, but it was necessary to remain in the world of fiction: I didn't try to stress the
identification because I didn't want to fall into the imitation or mimicry, which would have
considerably weakened the film's message… it's not a documentary about the history of a
family.
For the first time, you had for female co-partners Cécile de France, Ludivine Sagnier
and Julie Depardieu. How do you see them?
You must agree that I had a lot of luck: they're all three great, talented actresses with whom
it's particularly enjoyable to work. I appreciated Cécile's mystery as much as the sunny side
one finds in both Ludivine and Julie. And I'm not forgetting the children in the film who
obviously awoke in us intense and troubling, personal feelings.
What is the scene of the film which most touched you?
Without revealing anything about the story and its secrets, it's the scene where I return home
having gone for umpteenth time to the Hôtel Lutétia where were assembled the rare
deportees surviving after the Liberation.
Inversely, do you have any bad memories?
Difficult moments, perhaps: my character is seen at several ages in his life and to age me, it
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took many long hours of make-up. The first time, I found the exercise amusing, but in the
long run, I had had more than enough and really looked forward to getting over that part of
the film!
Is it true that you wanted at a certain moment for the entire film to be shot in blackand-white?
Let's say that I discovered during the course of shooting, in this particular case the scene of
my marriage with Hannah (Ludivine Sagnier), that they were in black-and-white. So I said to
Claude: "It's great, it looks like a Capra movie, you absolutely have to keep this tone!" It was
just a spontaneous, enthusiastic reaction in front of images which seemed to me incredibly
beautiful. But the screening of the black-and-white retained by Claude, was even more
stunning and unexpected…
INTERVIEW WITH LUDIVINE SAGNIER
Isn't A SECRET first of all for you the continuation of your collaboration with Claude
Miller after LITTLE LILLY?
I can't speak about this new film without effectively speaking about LITTLE LILLY. Claude
Miller, whom I greatly admire, wove between us a relationship of confidence and friendship.
When he offered me this new part, once again co-starring with Julie Depardieu, I felt great
pride because I didn't think I'd experience, professionally speaking, a new form of complicity
comparable, for example, to the one I already shared with François Ozon. I didn't think that
one could have several different close friendships of this kind at one and the same time. A
SECRET marks for me renewed confidence in Claude and a new phase in our work in
common.
At what moment did you read Philippe Grimbert's novel?
I first read the script and it was only then that I discovered the book. I was totally carried
away by the screenplay and read the novel the very same day. From then on, I was totally
swept away by the story. During the long months which preceded the actual shoot, I lived
with my character constantly in mind and loved this film well before it was even shot!
Did you therefore immediately know that you would play Hannah?
Yes, Claude had told me even before having me read the screenplay. But I didn't think that
he'd give me a role of such tragic dimension, me who, at the Conservatory, dreamed only of
playing Iphigénie and Bérénice! Up until then, directors had thought of me for less dramatic
roles, without being necessarily light for all that. Claude enabled me to make my dream come
true.
Furthermore, he gave me the possibility of teaming up for the third time with Julie Depardieu
and I equally like the idea of creating close bonds with other actors by sharing films.
On the other hand, you had never shot before with Cécile de France or Patrick Bruel…
That's true. But henceforth I know that with Cécile, in particular, we are part of the same
network, the same family. Our paths are going to again meet on film sets and we are going to
build paths in common, which is something I especially appreciate. This enables you to fight
against the feeling that the end of a shoot marks the end of your relationship with the other
actors.
The meeting with Patrick Bruel intrigued me a lot, notably because we are not of the same
generation and come from different horizons. But I discovered a deeply moving actor. He
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didn't hesitate a single second to throw himself body and soul into the character of Maxime,
which is a difficult, ambiguous role, far from Patrick's normal image as a popular singer.
He takes the risk of not always being likeable in the eyes of the audience and it's brilliant.
You're very familiar with Claude Miller's world. What are, according to you, the bridges
between this world and that of Philippe Grimbert's novel?
In my opinion, the correspondences are numerous and fertile. The theme of childhood and
family, in particular, are present in both. They even have places in common: I'm thinking of
the role which the swimming pool plays, both as regards its place in the novel and the film.
What's more, obviously, Jewishness which Claude hadn't yet dealt with head on in his
previous films. And I find it utterly admirable the way he came to grips with this theme.
How would you define your character?
For me, she's a little like little Lili: she's a seagull that takes off and loses its wings. She
passes from one extreme to next. She's both terribly happy and terribly sad. She passes
from candour to lost innocence. She's one of those people who can't imagine that tragedy
can one day befall them. When she finds herself starved of affection, her whole being
collapses and topples into disbelief. She then loses all her benchmarks.
Did you attempt to humanise this character?
It's my habit to take my characters literally and consequently I don't try to introspect them
during the shoot! I espouse their convictions and start off with the principle that they are right.
Furthermore, this role took on a particularly personal dimension: it's the very first time I've
played the role of a mother while being a mother myself. The intensely close relationship
which Hannah has with her son therefore greatly resonated in my head all along the film.
She's a character heavy to bear and I had to delve into my heart to call upon buried emotions
which I hadn't necessarily expressed thus far on screen.
Would you have wanted to play the two other female characters in the film: Tania or
Louise?
The desire, yes. The regret, no. If Claude Miller had asked me, I would have agreed to play
either one. But the role of Hannah fell just at the right moment. In short, Tania is what I was,
Hannah is what I am and Louise what I shall be!
When did you meet Philippe Grimbert?
Even before the shoot during a dressing session. I literally collapsed into his arms, so
submerged was I by emotion! What is fascinating in Philippe is the inner force which he
radiates. Moreover, he chose as his profession taking care of other people's children and
their secrets, so as not to remain locked in his own. He is of extreme kindness and
gentleness, in total contrast with what he had experienced and related in his novel.
How do you see the historic period in which the film unfurls?
I know, for example, that my grandmother, without actually having been part of the
Resistance, sheltered Jews during the war. This film gave me the opportunity to take part in
the necessary duty of memory. We are here first and foremost to tell a story, but in this
particular case it isn't just any story or any historical context.
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Do you keep in memory one particular scene?
More than any one scene, I retain those with the children in a general way. And notably the
scene when the children discover through a montage of stock footage all the horrors of the
concentration camps and Final Solution.
INTERVIEW WITH JULIE DEPARDIEU
Had you read Philippe Grimbert's novel before being contacted by Claude Miller?
No, but I read it before the screenplay, on Claude's recommendation. But at the time, I didn't
know what character I'd play in the film. That, I only found out later, when Claude had me
read the script, explicitly telling me that he was thinking of me for the part of Louise.
When reading the novel, did you imagine yourself in the skin of Hannah or Tania?
No, I read the novel without thinking of the coming film. I read it in one go. It's a strong work
which one reads for itself without analysing the characters. The idea of the role came later
when I read the script. At that time, I began to represent to myself both Louise and the other
characters. But it's the book in its entirety that I loved first of all. But quite frankly, if Claude
had suggested to me playing the part of a table or chair, I would have accepted without the
least hesitation!
You play the only really invented character in this story which is otherwise inspired by
very real facts. How did you did experience this singularity?
The most troubling is that I only received this information very late on, once the shoot had in
short begun, from the mouth of Philippe Grimbert. But it didn't really bother me. I always have
an instinctive vision of my characters. I don't search for information on them which isn't
included in the scenario.
Have you moreover the feeling that Louise could be the other narrator of the film, the
other "off-stage voice"?
It's true that Louise is there from the very beginning to the very end. She experiences
everything. She knows everything. She spans the entire story as a benevolent witness who
refuses to judge or condemn others. From this point of view, she's admirable. I know that in
life, I don't have the strength of character to refuse to constantly spy on others or stigmatise
their faults or their failings. Louise, on the other hand, is blessed with this great capacity. I
believe that she's the person each of us would like one day to become. Louise is the
personification of wisdom and understanding.
It was your first shoot with Patrick Bruel. What memory will you keep of it?
I'm one of those people for whom singers are more important than… actors! In the 90s, I was
a painter trainee on the shoot of Claude Berri's GERMINAL in which Renaud starred: every
time I'd meet him, I was literally petrified. To meet Patrick Bruel in the flesh had the exact
same effect on me.
He impresses me even more than Robert de Niro, for example. I speak from experience as
I've already met de Niro and instantly turned into a pillar of salt! But a singer-star is
something else altogether. All the more so as Patrick possesses incredible and irresistible
charm: he's somebody who could even seduce an empty chair! And on the set he's a very
pleasant, very kind partner who respects one and all.
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What about Ludivine Sagnier and Cécile de France?
Ludivine is a friend. We've known each other for a long time, well before even the shoot of
LITTLE LILLY. We even could have met on the set of Jean-Paul Rappeneau's CYRANO
where she played the novice actress and me, the novice make-up artist. But we were too
young then. Cécile, on the other hand, I hardly knew before A SECRET. More precisely, I
knew her and appreciated her great talent through her films. I equally know that we went
through a few auditions together for the same part, but I won't mention any names because
obviously she walked off with them all!
What scene in the film most marked you?
It's difficult to choose. But I remember having wept during the marriage scene between the
characters played by Ludivine Sagnier and Patrick Bruel. It's a breathtaking ceremony full of
particularly moving songs and dances.
INTERVIEW WITH PHILIPPE GRIMBERT (author of the novel "A Secret")
You chose the filmmaker who would adapt your book. How did this somewhat usual
casting take place?
My position is singular. My professional life keeps me at a safe distance from the worlds of
publishing and motion pictures as I'm a clinician for autistic and psychotic children. But I'm
equally a real film buff. I learnt, once "A Secret" was published, that a certain number of
filmmakers were interested in its eventual screen adaptation. Marie-Hélène d'Ovidio, who's
head of audiovisual rights for my publisher Grasset, then suggested to me that I might
become involved in a process of consultation which would enable me to meet six or seven of
these directors and thus appreciate their respective projects. I obviously found the idea
intriguing. It turned out that it was with Claude Miller that I had the most immediate and
closest bond. Everything therefore began very quickly after that first decisive meeting.
How do you explain this immediate empathy with Claude Miller?
At first, it was for me all the more astonishing as I considered adapting my book virtually
impossible! But the meeting with Claude was grounded in a community of personal stories.
Even if his career is different from mine, Claude had something to express that brought us
together. We share a common questioning of identity and origins. I therefore gradually came
to understand why the chemistry worked so well between us. We're both sons of men who
had chosen to blend and remain silent as to their origins. That was the first point in common
which bound us so strongly and quickly. From then on, we mutually trusted each other for the
adaptation and that's why we talked everything over, throughout all the scriptwriting - in
which I didn't directly take part - as well as all along the actual shoot of the film. When I'd
make remarks, Claude always and enthusiastically took them into account.
Why didn't you directly participate in the screenwriting?
I believe that the book must, at some point, escape its author. It's a new work, a film in this
particular case, which is being constructed and must find its own path, its own identity. I'm
not a professional screenwriter and I therefore totally relied on Natalie Carter and Claude
Miller to carry out this adaptation. I told them at the time: "Take my book and do whatever it
inspires you to."
Were you surprised when you first read the screenplay?
The screenplay taught me many things about my book. However surprising it might appear, I
literally discovered on this occasion that my book didn't contain any dialogues! The two
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screenwriters had to invent all of them.
I thus discovered for the very first what my characters actually say, and it as a troubling
discovery for me as an author. They acquired an existence and consistency that ultimately I
hadn't given them in the book. They emerged from the book and began to speak, even about
very everyday, mundane things.
What was your reaction on discovering the actors whom Claude Miller had chosen to
play your characters who were almost all members of your family?
I always insist on the fact that my book is first and foremost a novel, even if it is based on
real facts and very real characters. I built a romantic story out of mere fragments. Be that as
it may, the revelation of the casting came for me a real shock. I had to admit that people
whom I had really known would be portrayed on screen by… stars! I was therefore
somewhat disturbed by the absence of physical resemblance with the members of my family
whom these actors were supposed to play. So I had to accept the idea of having as my
screen parents Cécile de France and Patrick Bruel! But very quickly, all this hesitation faded
before the sheer talent of each of these great actors.
Isn't it troubling to see the representation of one's own parents on big screen,
especially in their greatest intimacy?
I'm a psychoanalyst and I think that my training helped me to effectively see on the big
screen what, in our jargon, we call the "primitive scene", that is to say the vision of one's own
parents making love. I've done enough work on myself to be able to watch this scene with
detachment, while a priori it's par excellence the scene that a child and even an adult would
have the hardest time representing to himself.
The character of Louise, played by Julie Depardieu, is the only one you actually
invented. What was your reaction at the time of casting?
Julie Depardieu doesn't physically resemble the character I invented, but she nears as
closely as possible the deep truth of the character and obviously that's what counts the most.
What were your relations with all these actors so close to you in a way?
The very first time I came onto the film set was for the scene of Maxime's wedding night with
Hannah. And I felt before this sea of period costumes an incredible impression of being the
"ghost" of this story and making a journey in time. I was in a place where I beheld, so to
speak, my father wedding his first wife at a time, consequently, when I hadn't yet been born!
But I took away from this moment only pure intellectual pleasure and felt in no way troubled.
Wasn't it a bit disturbing for you to encounter your film double in the person of
Mathieu Amalric?
I was delighted to be played by this fantastic actor. I enjoy a total distance with regard to my
own incarnation which doesn't disturb me at all, contrary, for example, to that of my parents. I
just said no to naming the character "Philippe" like me. It seemed to me too immodest.
François is a lot better!
What memory do you keep of the role which Claude Miller confided you in the film?
He's the one who insisted in fact on me playing a minor character, that of a clandestine
smuggler which, let it be said in passing, is, for a psychoanalyst quite a feat! It was
symbolically for me deeply moving to thus appear in the film.
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INTERVIEW WITH NATALIE CARTER (co-screenwriter)
What was the genesis of your collaboration with Claude Miller?
We had our first professional contact for a television project, the adaptation of Roman Gary's
"Lady L", which didn't come off in the end. Then, after having just read in one go and with
much emotion "A Secret", I learnt that Claude was organising a kind of casting for the film
adaptation of the book. I therefore wanted to be among the dozen screenwriters whom
Claude asked to do a sketch for the script's construction and adaptation in just a few pages. I
found the exercise particularly stimulating and exciting. Firstly, because the book had
particularly touched me. And secondly, because I just love Claude Miller's films. And, as he
happened to like what I wrote, it marked the beginning of our great adventure together!
Was "A Secret " an easy book to adapt?
It contains some wonderful artistic challenges to a screenwriter! The novel journeys between
the past and present, from one time to another. The characters age and the periods change.
It's a novel without any dialogue. Furthermore, the story is in the first person, therefore with
the point of view of the narrator, in this particular case, but this raised in turn problems of
cinematic transposition. In the end, at certain moments, one might say that the story is one of
a dreamed life and not a real life.
At what moment did the choice of the off-stage voice come about?
From the beginning of our screen adaptation work, we knew that with Claude we were going
the right way. He was the only one capable, for example, of getting across moments of
dreamed life where the narrator gives free rein to his imagination. The story which the film
relates is that of a gaining of awareness which the off-stage voice carries in the literal sense
of the term.
Concretely, how you did work with Claude Miller?
Like him, I adore writing. We therefore supervised in tandem the balance of things in the
scripting. I know that Claude doesn't like beginning to write, for example, so I started off first,
but after we really wrote with four hands. We had to invent and write all the film's dialogues
as the book didn't contain any. We went literally to the heart of the characters, and had to
totally understand them to be able to have them speak.
You knew the casting before starting to write the script. Was that a handicap or an
advantage for you?
A real stroke of luck! To be able to put Patrick Bruel's face on a character as complex as that
of Maxime, Ludivine Sagnier, or the troubling Hannah saves you time and gains assurance
as regards the definition of the characters. To write for somebody isn't necessarily easier but
it's certainly far more fertile. We can base ourselves on existing personalities and physical
appearances as well as voices, intonations, attitudes… It was equally necessary to write
children's characters, an exercise I truly enjoyed! It's a real pleasure for me to invent or adapt
personalities for young children or teens.
What was your relationship with Philippe Grimbert?
He was discreetly and effectively present during each every stage of the film. As soon as the
first treatment was completed, Claude and I felt the need to have him read it. We weren't
worried but very eager to have his opinion of our work. Fortunately, he loved it! Over the
course of the various versions, as during the shoot, then in the editing room, Philippe's
remarks and suggestions were always beneficial and even more, judicious.
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ABOUT DIRECTOR-WRITER CLAUDE MILLER
One of France’s best known directors, Claude Miller entered France’s top film school, IDHEC
(now called FEMIS) in 1962. (He is the school’s current president). Miller did his military
service in the French Army’s Film unit and went on to train as an assistant to such directors
as Marcel Carné, Jacques Demy, Jean-Luc Godard and Robert Bresson. Between 1968 and
1975 he was Francois Truffaut’s production manager on many of the late director’s films
including Stolen Kisses and The Story of Adele H.
Claude Miller’s first short film, Juliet dans Paris (1967) with Juliet Berto, was a comedy about
vampires. His second film, La Question Ordinaire, dealt with torture, and was banned for
several months. His third short film, Camille ou la comédie castastrophique, poked fun at the
army, and received the then-equivalent of an NC-17 rating.
Miller made his first feature-length film, the coming-of-age drama La meilleure facon de
marcher (with the iconic late French actor Patrick Dewaere) in 1975, followed by Dites lui
que je l’aime. His first commercial hit was the 1981 Garde a vue which earned four Césars
including Best Screenplay. All three films are still some of the most popular French films of
the last 30 years. Since then he has become one of the most renowned French directors with
a particular interest in psychological mysteries, via the genre of the «policier » as in
Mortelle randonnée (1982) or the « noir » novel, as in Betty Fisher and Other Stories.
Fascinated by the imaginary world of children and adolescents, Miller started his chronicle of
confused teenagers with L’effrontée starring a then 14-year old Charlotte Gainsbourg. He
cast her again in The Little Thief, based on a screenplay by Francois Truffaut. Truffaut had
died in 1984 during the preparation of the film and Miller took over the project, completing it
in 1988.
In the 1990s Miller directed such films as The Accompanist (1992), The Smile (1994) and La
classe de neige, for which he won the Cannes International Film Festival Jury Prize in 1998.
He served on the Cannes Jury in 2002.
He first cast Ludivine Sagnier and Julie Depardieu in La petite Lili and cast them again in A
SECRET, his latest exploration about the world of children.
He is currently working on a new film entitled Je suis heureux que ma mere soit vivante (I
am Happy My Mother is Alive).
Filmography (feature films)
2008 JE SUIS HEUREUX QUE MA MERE SOIT VIVANTE (I AM HAPPY MY MOTHER IS
ALIVE)
2007 A SECRET (UN SECRET)
Winner : César for Best Supporting Actress for Julie Depardieu
Winner : Montreal World Film Festival Grand Prix des Amériques
2003 LA PETITE LILI
Cannes International Film Festival Competion
2001 BETTY FISHER AND OTHER STORIES (ALIAS BETTY)
2000 LA CHAMBRE DES MAGICIENS
1998 CLASS TRIP (LA CLASSE DE NEIGE)
Winner : Cannes International Film Festival Jury Prize
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1995 LUMIERE ET COMPANIE, directed the « Claude Miller/Paris » segment
1994 LE SOURIRE
1992 THE ACCOMPANIST (L’ACCOMPAGNATRICE)
1988 THE LITTLE THIEF LA PETITE VOLEUSE)
1985 L’EFFRONTEE
1983 DEADLY CIRCUIT (MORTELLE RANDONNEE)
1981 GARDE A VUE
1977 DITES LUI QUE JE L’AIME
1976 LA MEILLEURE FACON DE MARCHER
ABOUT THE CAST
CECILE DE FRANCE (Tania)
One of France’s most sough-after young stars, Cécile de France left Belgium at the age of 17
and moved to Paris to follow her dream of becoming an actress. Cécile’s performance in
Cédric Klapisch’s L’auberge espagnole (2002) earned her a César Award for Best
Newcomer and has since appeared in Irene (2002), High tension (2003) and Around the
World in 80 Days (2004) alongside Jackie Chan and Arnold Schwarzenegger. For her
second collaboration with Cédric Klapisch on Russian Dolls (2006), Cécile earned her
second César, for Best Supporting Actress. She will soon be seen in Jean-Francois Richet’s
two part biopic about French gangster Jacques Mesrine.
Selective Filmography
2008 MESRINE : L’ENNEMI PUBLIC N 1 directed by Jean-Francois Richet
2008 MESRINE : L’INSTINCT DE MORT directed by Jean-Francois Richet
2007 A SECRET directed by Claude Miller
2007 J’AURAIS VOULU ETRE UN DANSEUR directed by Alain Berliner
2006 MAUVAISE FOI directed by Roschdy Zem
2006 C’EST LA COUTUME directed by Roschdy Zem
2006 MON COLONEL directed by Laurent Herbiet
2006 THE SINGER (QUAND J’ETAIS CHANTEUR) directed by Xavier Giannoli
2005 FAUTEUILS D’ORCHESTRE directed by Daniele Thompson
2005 J’AURAI VOULU ETRE UN DANSEUR directed by Alain Berliner
2004 RUSSIAN DOLLS (LES POUPEES RUSSES) directed by Cedric Klapisch
2004 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 DAYS directed by Frank Coraci
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2003 HIGH TENSION (HAUTE TENSION) directed by Alexandre Aja
2003 MOI CESAR 10 ANS 1/2, 1M39 directed by Richard Berry
2002 L’AUBERGE ESPAGNOLE directed by Cedric Klapisch
2002 IRENE directed by Ivan Calberac
2000 TOUTES LES NUITS directed by Eugene Green
2000 LE MARIAGE EN PAPIER directed bty Stéphanie Duvivier
PATRICK BRUEL (Maxime)
Pop singer phenomenon Patrick Bruel was born in Algeria to Jewish parents. He moved to
France in 1962 after Algeria won the war of independence. His recording and screen careers
spans the last three decades.
Starting out as a teen idol in the mid-1980s, Bruel rose to prominence as a recording artist
and began a screen career with a first role in the 1978 hit film Le coup de sirocco by
Alexandre Arcady. By the end of the 1980s Bruel was not only one of France’s top pop stars
but had also become a movie star with a string of hit performances in films such as the
critically acclaimed 1989 Force majeure .
As a recording artist Bruel had signed up with the BMG record label. His 1989 album Alors
regarde, was recorded in New York with a combination of French and American musicians,
and quickly added adult fans to his teenage base. It sold upwards of three million copies, and
the album's tour in 1990 sold out arenas for nights on end. The French media began using
the term "Bruelmania" to describe the reactions of the singer's adoring and mostly female
fans. Soon Bruel's fan base expanded to include audiences in Asia, French-speaking
Canada, Spain, and Latin America.
In the 1990s Bruel emerged as a well-known figure among a group of artists who spoke out
against the rise of extreme right-wing politics in France and Jean-Marie Le Pen’s National
Front party
Bruel performed at the popular Francofolies music festival with top French-speaking African
musicians, Algeria's Khaled and Senegal's Youssou N'Dour. He cancelled several concerts
in the south of France in 1995 to protest the election of several politicians aligned with the
National Front.
Bruel remains involved with social and political issues, with proceeds from albums and
concerts benefiting the Meals on Wheels-like food bank program Restaurants du Coeur. His
film career continued with the political thriller K in 1997, and the 1998's Hors jeu (Foul Play)
He was recently seen in Claude Chabrol’s L’Ivresse du pouvoir and Domique Cabrera’s Le
lait de la tendresse humaine, which earned a Special Mention for its Ensemble Performances
at the Locarno International Film Festival.
His album, Entre deux (2002), tapped his interest in the classic French chanson -- a body of
music comparable to the pop standards of American music. On the album Bruel performed
duets with French pop legends Charles Aznavour and then-84-year-old actress Danielle
Darrieux (Eight Women).
He is currently filming Le Code a changé, the new film by Daniele Thomson (Avenue
Montaigne, La buche)
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Selective Filmography
2009 LE CODE A CHANGE directed by Danielle Thompson
2008 JE VAIS TE MANQUER directed by Amanda Sthers
2007 A SECRET directed by Claude Miller
2006 O JERUSALEM directed by Elie Chouraqui
2006 THE COMEDY OF POWER (L’IVRESSE DU POUVOIR) directed by Claude Chabrol
2004 EL LOBO directed by Miguel Courtois
2004 UNE VIE A T’ATTENDRE directed by Thierry Klifa
2001 LE LAIT DE LA TENDRESSE HUMAINE directed by Dominique Cabrera
Special Mention for its Ensemble Performances, Locarno International Film Festival
1998 HORS JEU (FOUL PLAY) directed by Karim Dridi
1997 K directed by Alexandre Arcady
1996 LE JAGUAR directed by Francis Veber
1995 PROFIL BAS directed by Claude Zidi
1992 TOUTES PEINES CONFONDUES directed by Michel Deville
1990 IL Y A DES JOURS ET DES LUNES directed by Claude Lelouch
1989 FORCE MAJEURE directed by Pierre Jolivet
1989 L’UNION SACREE directed by Alexandre Arcady
1988 LA MAISON ASSASSINEE directed by George Lautner
1986 ATTENTION BANDITS directed by Claude Lelouch
1985 P.R.O.F.S directed by Patrick Schulmann
1984 LA TETE DANS LE SAC directed by Gérard Lauzier
1979 LE COUP DE SIROCCO directed by Alxandre Arcady
LUDIVINE SAGNIER (Hannah)
Ludivine Sagnier is one of France’s most beloved young stars. A Secret marks her second
colaboration with director Claude Miller who first cast her in La petite Lili (2003 Cannes
International Film Festival competition). She has worked several times with director François
Ozon in his features Water Drops on Burning Rocks, 8 Women and Swimming Pool.
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Her performance in 8 Women earned her the Romy Schneider Award [given annually to a
promising young French actress], as well as a César Award [France’s equivalent of the
Oscar] nomination. Ms. Sagnier shared the European Film Academy Award for Best Actress,
as well as the Silver Bear Award at the 2002 Berlin International Film Festival, with the film’s
ensemble of Catherine Deneuve, Isabelle Huppert, Emmanuelle Béart, Fanny Ardant,
Virginie Ledoyen, Danielle Darrieux, and Firmine Richard.
The French native began studying acting, while still a child, at Y.D. Hieronimus Drama
School. In her teenage years, while attending the Conservatory of Dramatic Art, she won
prizes for Modern Drama and Classical Drama.
Ms. Sagnier has since starred in movies, on television, and in plays. Appearances have
included Paris productions of Marivaux’ Game of Love and Chance as well as Wilde’s The
Importance of Being Earnest. Her television work includes the English-language Napoleon
miniseries (directed by Yves Simoneau) which aired in the U.S. on the A&E Network.
Her movie credits also include several short films, most notably Guillaume Bréaud’s Acide
animé (for which she received the Best Actress award at the Lutin Festival of Short Films).
Ms. Sagnier’s feature work started two decades ago, as a child, with Pascal Thomas’ Les
maris, les femmes, les amants. Her subsequent features have included Diane Kurys’ The
Children of the Century (with Juliette Binoche and Benoît Magimel), Charles Matton’s
Rembrandt (with Klaus Maria Brandauer), Jérôme Lévy’s Bon plan, Ian Simpson’s
Toothache (which marked her first English-language role), Laurent Tuel’s Un jeu d’enfants,
Yvan Attal’s My Wife is an Actress (with Charlotte Gainsbourg and Terence Stamp), Pascal
Bonitzer’s Petites coupures (with Daniel Auteuil and Kristin Scott Thomas).
Marking her starring role in a first major studio film, she starred as Tink (a.k.a. Tinkerbelle) in
P.J. Hogan’s Peter Pan. Her most recent films include Love Songs (Les chansons d’amour)
by Christophe Honoré, Moliere by Laurent Tirard, The Girl Cut in Two by Claude Chabrol and
the soon to be released bio pic about French gangster Jacques Mesrine, Mesrine : Public
Enemy n.1 by Jean-Francois Richet,
Selective Filmography
2008 MESRINE: L’ENNEMI PUBLIC N 1 – L’INSTINCT DE MORT directed by Jean-Francois
Richet
2007 A SECRET directed by Claude Miller
2007 LES CHANSONS D’AMOUR directed by Christophe Honoré
2007 MOLIERE directed by Laurent Tirard
2007 A GIRL CUT IN TWO (LA FILLE COUPEE EN DEUX) directed by Claude Chabrol
2006 COUP DE SANG directed by Jean Marboeuf
2006 LA CALIFORNIE directed by Jacques Fieschi
2006 PARIS JE T’AIME, “Parc Monceau” segment directed by Alfonso Cuaron
2005 UNE AVENTURE directed by Xavier Giannoli
2003 PETER PAN directed by P.J. Hogan
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2003 LA PETITE LILI directed by Claude Miller
Official Selection Cannes Film Festival 2003
2003 SWIMMING POOL directed by Francois Ozon
Official Selection Cannes 2003
2002 PETITES COUPURES directed by Pascal Bonitzer
2002 8 WOMEN (8 FEMMES) directed by Francois Ozon
Silver Bear for Best Artistic Contribution – Berlin Festival
2000 MA FEMME EST UNE ACTRICE directed by Yvan Attal
2000 JEU D’ENFANTS directed by Laurent Tuel
2000 GOUTTES D’EAU SUR PIERRES BRÛLANTES (WATER DROPS ON BURNING
ROCKS) directed by François Ozon
1999 LES ENFANTS DU SIÈCLE (CHILDREN OF THE CENTURY) directed by Diane Kurys
1990 CYRANO DE BERGERAC directed by Jean-Claude Rappeneau
1989 I WANT TO GO HOME directed by Alain Resnais
1989 LES MARIS, LES FEMMES, LES AMANTS (HUSBANDS, WIVES, LOVERS) directed
by Pascal Thomas
JULIE DEPARDIEU (Louise)
Born into a family of actors (her father is Gérard Depardieu), Julie Depardieu studied
philosophy before turning to acting. In 1994, she acted alongside her father in Colonel
Chabert. She then appeared in many French TV movies by well-known TV director Josée
Dayan. Director Danièle Dubroux offered Julie her first leading film role in Midnight Exam in
1998 and they worked together again on Eros Therapy in 2004.
Like her brother Guillaume, Julie has become, one of the most familiar young actresses in
French cinema with roles in films in films by such directors as Olivier Assayas, Cédric
Klapisch, Jean-Pierre Jeunet and Laetita Masson. In 2004, she starred as Benoît
Poelvoorde’s wife in Podium by Yann Moix, and as the spellbound lover in La petite Lili by
Claude Miller. Julie won both the Most Promising and Best Supporting César Award the
same year.
Since then she has starred in Jean-Pierre Jeunet’s A Very Long Engagement, André
Téchiné’s Witnesses (Les témoins) and has worked on a number of films by young directors
including Blame it on Fidel, Try Me, You and Me, Le Passager and Burn Out. A SECRET
marks her second collaboration with director Claude Miller since La petite Lili. She won the
César for Best Supporting Actress for her performance.
Selective Filmography
2008 LE BAL DES ACTRICES directed by Maiwenn le Besco
2008 LA FEMME INVISIBLE directed by Agathe Teyssier
2008 BANCS PUBLICS (VERSAILLE RIVE DROITE) directed by Bruno Podalydes
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2008 LES FEMME DE L’OMBRE directed by Jean-Paul Salomé
2007 A SECRET directed by Claude Miller
Winner: César for Best Supporting Actress
2007 RUSH HOUR directed by Brett Ratner
2007 THE WITNESSES (LES TEMOINS) directed by Andre Téchiné
2006 POLTERGAY directed by Eric Lavaine
2006 BLAME IT ON FIDEL ! (LA FAUTE A FIDEL !) directed by Julie Gavras
2005 LE PASSAGER directed by Eric Caravaca
2004 A VERY LONG ENGAGEMENT (UN LONG DIMANCHE DE FIANCAILLES)
directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet
2004 JE SUIS VOTRE HOMME directed by Daniele Dubroux
2004 PODIUM directed by Yann Moix
2003 LA PETITE LILI directed by Claude Miller
2002 TOUTHACHE directed by Ian Simpson
2001 DIEU EST GRAND JE SUIS TOUTE PETITE directed by Pascale Bailly
2000 LES MARCHANDS DE SABLE directed by Pierre Salvadori
2000 LOVE ME directed by Laetitia Masson
2000 LES DESTINEES (LES DESTINEES SENTIMENTALES) directed by Olivier Assayas
1999 PEUT-ETRE directed by Cédric Klapisch
1994 LE COLONEL CHABERT directed by Yves Angelo
MATHIEU AMALRIC (37-year-old Francois)
Mathieu Amalric, one of France’s leading screen stars, is best known in the U.S. for his role
as the French information broker Louis in Steven Spielberg’s Munich. He was recently
awarded France’s César Award for Best Actor for his role in the internationally acclaimed
comedy Kings and Queen, directed by Arnaud Desplechin. Previously, Amalric won the
César for Most Promising Actor for his role in Desplechin’s My Sex Life.
Amalric began his career as an actor in 1984, appearing in Otar Iosseliani’s Les favoris de la
lune, and went on to serve as an assistant director to Louis Malle on Au revoir les enfants.
As an actor, he has since worked with such leading directors as Andre Téchiné, Olivier
Assayas, Jean-Claude Biette and the Larrieu Brothers. His latest films include Bertrand
Bonello’s De la guerre, Desplechin’s Un conte de Noel, Nicolas Klotz’s Heartbeat Detector,
and Valeria Bruni Tedeschi’s Actrices. He also appeared in Sofia Coppola’s Marie Antoinette.
Amalric will next appear in Marc Forster’s new James Bond film Quantum of Solace, Alain
Resnais’ Les herbes folles and Jean-Francois Richet’s L’ennemi public no 1.
Amalric has written and directed the feature film Wimbledon State and a number of short
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films including most recently, the documentary short Let Them Grow Up Here.
Selective Filmography
2008 MESRINE : L’ENNEMI PUBLIC N 1 directed by Jean-Francois Richet
2008 QUANTUM OF SOLACE directed by Marc Forster
2008 LES HERBES FOLLES directed by Alain Resnais
2008 BANCS PUBLICS (VERSAILLES RIVE DROITE) directed by Bruno Podalydes
2008 DE LA GUERRE directed by Bertrand Bonello
2008 UN CONTE DE NOEL (A CHRISTMAS TALE) directed by Arnaud Desplechin
2007 A SECRET (UN SECRET) directed by Claude Miller
2007 THE DIVING BELL AND THE BUTTERFLY (LE SCAPHANDRE ET LE
directed by Julian Schnabel

PAPILLON)

2007 ACTRESSES (ACTRICES) directed by Valeria Bruni Tedeschi
2007 HEARTBEAT DETECTOR (LA QUESTION HUMAINE) directed by Nicolas Klotz
2006 LE GRAND APPARTEMENT directed by Pascal Thomas
2006 A CURTAIN RAISER (UN LEVER DE RIDEAU) directed by Francois Ozon (short)
2006 LES SIGNES directed by Eugene Green
2006 THE SINGER (QUAND J’ETAIS CHANTEUR) directed by Xavier Giannoli
2006 MARIE ANTOINETTE directed by Sofia Coppola
2005 MUNICH directed by Steven Spielberg
2005 COMME JAMES DEAN directed by Jonathan Zaccai
2005 THE MOUSTACHE (LA MOUSTACHE) directed by Emmanuel Carrere
2004 LE PONT DES ARTS directed by Eugene Green
2004 KINGS AND QUEEN (ROIS ET REINE) directed by Arnaud Desplechin
2004 LES PARALLELES directed by Nicolas Saada
2003 MY CHILDREN ARE DIFFERENT (MES ENFANTS NE SONT PAS COMME LES
AUTRES) directed by Denis Dercourt
2002 SPECIAL DELIVERY (C’EST LE BOUQUET) directed by Jeanne Labrune
2002 NAUFRAGES DE LA D17 directed by Luc Moullet
2002 LUNDI MATIN directed by Otar Iosseliani
2001 AMOUR D’ENFANCE directed by Yves Caumon
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2000 L’AFFAIRE MARCORELLE directed by Serge Le Peron
2000 LA FAUSSE SUIVANTE directed by Benoit Jacquot
1999 ADIEU, PLANCHER DES VACHES directed by Otar Iosseliani
1999 TROIS PONTS SUR LA RIVIERE directed by Jean-Claude Biette
1998 ALICE AND MARTIN (ALICE ET MARTIN) directed by André Téchiné
1998 LATE AUGUST, EARLY SEPTEMBER (FIN AOUT, DEBUT SEPTEMBER) directed by
Olivier Assayas
1998 DIEU SEUL ME VOIT directed by Bruno Podalydes
1998 ON A TRES PEU D’AMIS directed by Xavier Giannoli
1997 GENEALOGIES OF A CRIME (GENEALOGIES D’UN CRIME) directed by Raoul Ruiz
1996 MY SEX LIFE…OR HOW I GOT INTO AN ARGUMENT (COMMENT JE ME SUIS
DISPUTE) directed by Arnaud Desplechin
1996 DIARY OF A SEDUCER (LE JOURNAL DU SEDUCTEUR) directed by Daniele
Dubroux
1994 LETTER FOR L (LETTRE POUR L) directed by Romain Goupil
1992 CHASING BUTTERFLIES (LA CHASSE AUX PAPILLONS) directed by Otar Iosseliani
1992 THE SENTINEL (LA SENTINELLE) directed by Arnaud Desplechin
1984 FAVORITES OF THE MOON (LES FAVORIS DE LA LUNE) directed by Otar Iosseliani
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